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Colors – Thai teen Angpao (Bensari) is the victim of the crimes
committed by his father; based on the true story of a typical Thai
family. He is married to his third wife Bensari while being
consumed by an intense and obsessional passion for his fourth and
current wife Kyrap. He is also addicted to a range of new drugs. In
order to avoid the arrest, Kyrap along with his two sons leave his
hometown with their aunt for Bangkok. The three of them are soon
involved in the prostitution trade, which is merely one of the many
devious situations that make up their misfortunes. But the sad
truth is that they are trapped in a life that they do not want.
Madam Nop is the owner of the house where they live, she is also
in love with Kyrap. Nop demands from Kyrap that he should be
arrested by the police. However, Kyrap refuses to do it. Kyrap then
reveals to the group that he owns an illegal contact that specializes
in importing crystal methamphetamine from China. For Kyrap,
trafficking and selling crystal methamphetamine is a choice and
thus, he is willing to put up with anything so that he can protect
his business. In a sense, Kyrap intends to protect himself from Nop
and from the police by generating a chain of events, whereby he
can be sure that the police will arrest him for the trafficking of
crystal methamphetamine. However, Kyrap does not know what
Madam Nop has in store for him. Don't forget to buy your copy of
'Family Secrets - Thai Teen Angpao' from PayPal with free
shipping! Payment Options Thai Teen Angpao Family Movies
P1,500.00 USD P2,500.00 USD Free Shipping to: Details Madam
Nop is the owner of the house where they live, she is also in love
with Kyrap. Nop demands from Kyrap that he should be arrested
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his business. In a sense, Kyrap intends to protect himself from Nop
and from the police by generating a chain of events, whereby he
can be sure that the police will arrest him for the trafficking of
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